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Hello everyone!  This is a comparison writing on 
two characters from Harry Potter, Harry and Ron.  I will be 
comparing their appearance, personality, actions and 
motives, and family.  I hope you enjoy my comparison 
writing. 
 
 

First I will be comparing Harry and Ron’s 
appearance.  They both have short hair but Ron has red 
hair and Harry has black hair.  They both wear wizarding 
robes and at Hogwarts they both wear Gryffindor 
wizarding robes.  They both have many scars but Harry 
has a lightning shaped scar on his forehead.  Lastly they 
both have blueish-green eyes. 
 



 
 

Next I will be comparing Harry and Ron’s 
personality.  They are both loyal friends friends who would 
do anything for each other.  But they also can both be 
moody teenagers that annoy each other.  In general they 
are both just nice, thoughtful people.  Harry tends to be 
more stressed and anxious about Voldemort than Ron. 
 

 
 
 

Now I will be comparing Harry and Ron’s actions 
and motives.  They both help find horcruxes to try and 
defeat Voldemort but Harry is more of the leader and 
makes most of the decisions and Ron just follows 



along(he still helps a lot).  Also they both play quiddich 
because they love the sport but they play different 
positions. Harry plays seeker and Ron plays keeper. 
Lastly in the first book the both look in the mirror of Erised 
which shows you what you really want but they saw 
different things when they looked in the mirror.  Harry saw 
himself with his parents but Ron saw himself holding the 
Quiddich World Cup trophy. 
 
 
 
 

Lastly I will be comparing Ron and Harry’s 
families.  First of Harry has no siblings unlike Ron 
who has four older brothers (Bill, Charlie, Percy, Fred, 
and George) and one younger sister (Ginny).  Also 
Harry does not have parents because Voldemort 
killed them when he was only one years old.  Ron has 
a mother and a father. 

 
Ginny             Fred and George          Percy 
                             (twins) 



 (never  
shown 
In movie) 
Charlie                   Bill                        Mr. and 
        Mrs. Weasly 

 
 

Thank you for reading my comparison writing on Harry 
Potter and Ron Weasly. I hope you enjoyed!  

 
 


